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LINDSAY GRIFFIN

The Alps 2006

T his selection of significant ascents and new routes progresses, more or
less, from west to east across the Alps, and all events took place during

2006 unless otherwise stated.

Mont Blanc Massif
Tony Penning has developed a long love affair with the Italian side of the
range, particularly its more remote corners. In 2005 and '06 he added a
number of new routes, including two previously unclimbed 'summits'. On
the lower SE face of the Aiguille Noire de Peuterey he put up GoWns Gift
in August 2005 with Dave Hope and Nic Mullin. This route lies just around
the corner from Penning's previous line, Luca Gabaglio, on this part of the
face, where a 300m rake ascends to wide cracks. As the three were not
carrying big cams, they moved left to avoid the cracks and climbed to the
top of the buttress (a further 300m) at E3 Sc. Penning returned to the wide
cracks in 2006 carrying appropriate gear, and with Gavin Cytlau, Nick
Gillett, Mullin and Ali Taylor created the bold King Fissure (seven pitches
to E4 6a), with Penning leading its leaning off-width and scary wall climbing
above. The 2006 team also made the fIrst ascent of the Castello Rosso
below the crest of the Noire's E ridge. A long approach led to three hard
pitches on this 'red tower', with a crux of E4 Sc and some eight-metre run
outs on wet rock.

On the rock walls south of the Aiguille de la Brenva, Tony Penning and
Ali Taylor put up Spur of the Moment (four steep pitches to E3 Sc).

In 2005 Hope, Mullin and Penning also climbed the E face of Pta 3095m,
beneath the Dent di Jetoula. Via Pellin is SOOm and E4 6a; superb climbing
but serious. It is believed the right an~te of this face was climbed years ago
by Waiter Bonatti.

On the NE face of Pta 3019m, a subsidiary summit of the Aiguille de
l'Eveque and home to a number of his own routes, Penning, with Ali Taylor,
climbed The Power of Love at the end of August 2005. This is a \Yandering
line up the left side of the face to reach a hidden groove, which gives
wonderful climbing and a crux of E3 Sc.

Deeper into the massif, Matthieu Mauvais, Thomas Mougenot and
Patrick Pessi put up the 300m L'ete c'est Chaud, I'hiver c'est mieux on the
Pilier de l'Androsace, Mont Maudit. The 300m route, climbed over two
days in January, starts with some steep ice and mixed (90°), then has five
pitches (6a+ and A l, 6a ob!) before joining the Bertone for its last two pitches
to the summit of the pillar. No gear was left in place.
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On the Dent du Geant (4013m), A1ex Huber made the first free solo
ascent of the classic South Face. Climbed in 1937, this was the first route in
the Western Alps on which pitons and artificial techniques, already known
to climbers in the East, were used systematically. Although the face is only
200m and has maximum difficulties of 6b+, it is the problems of altitude,
rock quality and the exposed nature of the climbing that make Huber's
ascent notable.

The E face of the Grandes Jorasses (4208m) saw two new routes. In
March, Philippe Batoux and Lionel Daudet climbed a direct route up the
middle of the compact face left of Groucho Marx. Little Big Men was dedicated
to two small but recently deceased giants of French mountaineerirIg, Damien
Charignon and Jean-Christophe Lafail1e. It was climbed in capsule style at
ED4, A3, 6a and M6. The pair completed the 750m line to the summit of
Pte Walker and then reversed their route. In July the ubiquitous Patrick
Gabarrou, together with Christophe Dumarest, climbed the prominent
diedre between the East Face Pillar and the Original (aka Gervasuttt) Route.
Twelve pitches up the left side of die diedre at 6b+, with two pitches of
AllA2, led to a junction with the Gervasutti Route up which the pair finished
to the summit of Pte Walker. One bivouac was required above the diedre.

On the N face there were two notable winter repeats. In early January
three young French alpinists, Benoit Drouillat, Pascal Ducroz and Franck
Henry, made what is likely to be only the fifth winter and sixth overall
ascent of the Serge Gousseault Route (aka Desmaison, 1200m, ED3) on the
NE flank of the Walker Spur. They followed the original line throughout,
which is considered to be harder than some of the lower variations used
more recently. High on the route they encountered a pitch of A2, as well as
some of the fixed ropes and an old rucksack abandoned by the first
ascensionists in 1973. In February, Jean Burgun, Erwan Madore and the
guide Christophe Moulin made a five-day ascent of Rolling Stone (1200m
ED3). They started from a bivouac at the foot of the spur and made four
more on the wall. This may only be the third ascent in winter. At around
the same time Stephane Benoist, Patrice Glairon Rappaz and Paul Robach
made the second winter ascent of Directe de l'Amitie on the Whymper Spur.
Benoist, who has now climbed eight routes on the N face of the Jorasses,
mostly in winter, reported that he found the Directe to be harder than Rolling
Stone, the Serge Gousseault or even No Siesta. He assessed the technical
difficulty at 6a, A3 and M5+/M6, and felt that the original ascent, which
was also the first winter ascent, represented arguably the greatest
achievement in the Alps at the time.

Russians, Khvostenko, LitvirIOv, Pugovkin and Tsygankov spent nine days
in late winter establishing a nine-pitch variant between Manitua and No
Siesta on the left side of the Croz Spur Monolith. They climbed the route
capsule style, finished in a snow storm, and rappelled from the summit.

In March Aymeric Clouet and Christophe Dumarest made probably the
first winter and second overall ascent of the Direttissima on the N face of



131. The south side of the 4208m Grandes Jorasses. From the summit of Pointe
Walker (right) the ridge runs west over Whymper, Croz, Helene, Marguerite
and Young to the Col des Grandes Jorasses, before rising again to the Dome
de Rochefort. The large triangular wall facing the camera is the SSE face,
aka Tronchey or Phantom Wall, taken by the unrepeated 1985 Crassi-Luzi
Rossi route. It is more or less the highest rock wall in the Mont Blanc massif.
Bounding it on the right is the Tronchey Ridge and right again, in shadow,
the east face, the venue for two new routes in 2006. (Antonio Ciam)

Pointe Marguerite. They arrived on the summit in bad weather late on the
third day and took eight hours to traverse to the Col des Grandes Jorasses.
The crux pitch, an overhanging diedre SOm high, took Clouet four hours to
lead and the pair rated the 8S0m climb at M6 and 'new wave' A2. And in
terms of stunts, the Russian, Valeri Rozov, made the first ever BASE jump
from the Grandes Jorasses during the summer, when he used the now
standard wingsuit to fly from the Croz Spur above the Monolith.

In July, Alex Busca and Marco Farina made the first ascent of the SE
face of Pta 3466m, a subsidiary summit of the famous Tour des Jorasses.
The pair completed two routes on magnificent granite, with superb pitches
on the red-coloured headwall; If Vecchio Jim (3S0m, eight pitches, 7a+, 6c
obI) and the slightly easier and less sustained Horizon Vertical (3S0m, nine
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pitches, 6c+, 6c obl). The summit has now been named Punta Massimo
Farina after Marco's late brother, a well-known young Italian who died ice
climbing in 2005. In September, both routes were repeated in seven hours,
Matteo Giglio and partner starting from the valley floor early one day in
September. In the same month Busca and Farina returned to add a third
route to the face, right of the previous lines. I-Nery has 10 pitches up to 6b+
but the difficulties are not sustained, making it the most 'accessible' route
on the wall.

Below the Tronchey Wall of the Grandes Jorasses, Gavin Cytlau, Nick
Gillett, Nic Mullin, Tony Penning and Ali Taylor made the fIrst ascent of
Pta 2862m. The team climbed the 4S0m south buttress in nine pitches at
E2 Sblc, having been put up to the job by authoritative Mont Blanc
enthusiast, Luca Signorelli. The latter has proposed the summit be named
Punta Giancarlo Grassi.

On the left side of the N face of the Aiguille de Talefre (3730m), Philippe
Collet, Denis Gonzales and Fabian Grimault climbed L'Odeur aux Males at
IIlIS MS R. The climb slants up leftto join the top section of L'honneuraux
Dames and is 600m in length. It was completed over two days in February.

Shortly before the end of the year Pete Benson and Guy Robertson climbed
the previously virgin N face of Pte 3650m between the Domino and Triolet
at the back of the Argentiere glacier basin. Their route was named Shining
Wall (IV IS, Scottish 6). It is amazing that no one appears to have made
serious headway on this c600m face before February 2006, when Valeri
Babanov and Fabian Meyer retreated after climbing nine pitches (though
still gave their attempt a name: Orion, 4S0m, IIlIS+ mixed). Benson and
Robertson followed a similar line, fInding reasonable, if run-out climbing
on nice Styrofoam ice, which held the route together until a sketchy loose
exit onto the summit ridge. Loose ground prevented them from continuing
to the highest point.

And finally, over in the now higWy popular Aiguilles Rouges, three new
routes were opened above the Combe des Crochues. On Pte Sud of the
Aiguille des Crochues, Le Vieux Boucwas climbed and equipped by Laurant
Collignon, Michel Fontes and Nicolas Hanerrau to give a six-pitch 6a+,
while Anne-Paul and Eric Favret put up the fIve-pitch APO at Sc. To the
right, on an unnamed summit on the ridge leading down to the Tour des
Crochues, Andy Parkin and partner put up the four-pitch Sahara at Sc+.
This face is characterized by a prominent crack in the upper section, which
the route avoids on the right.

Valais
In February, Russians, Cherezov, Glazyrin and ProkofIev from the Siberian
city of Krasnoyarsk spent 10 days climbing what appears to be the
little-known 1983 Czechoslovak Route up the left flank of the Matterhorn's N
face. In mid-March, Ueli Steck made a remarkable solo ascent of the 1965
Bonatti route on the N face. He started up the route a little after 1pm on the
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14th, bivouacked at the end of the Traverse of the Angels, and reached the
summit at 1pm the following day. He was back in Zermatt that evening and
appears not to have unpacked the rope from his rucksack during the trip.

Bernese Oberland
Krasnoyarsk mountaineers, Vladimir Arkhipov, Eugeny Dmitrienko, Piotr
Malygin and Dmitry Tsyganov, plugged the 'obvious' gap on the N face of
the Eiger (3970m) between the Harlin Route and Jeff Lowe's Metanoia. The
four appear not to have taken portaledges, and only used a handful of bolts,
negotiating many overhanging rock pitches with the adventurous use of
skyhooks and large Birdbeaks. In their l4-day ascent the Russians made
seven camps and climbed 52 pitches, enduring continuously bad weather
from the Second Icefield to the summit.

In summer, Robert Jasper together with Stefan Eder made the first
redpoint ascent of Yeti, a 1000m rock route towards the right side of the
Eiger's N face and put up in 1998 by Andreas Gianni and Max Ghirondi.
Eder and Jasper climbed the route from the foot of the wall in 12 hours
during July, freeing the top (crux) pitch at 7cl7c+.

Bregaglia-Masino
On the Piz Badile (3308m) Luca Maspes made the first solo ascent ofRinghio
on the SE face. The route was put up by Aosta guides in 2003 and has 10
pitches with difficulties of 6b+/6c, 6b ob!. He had attempted the route a month
previously in June, but on the occasion of his successful ascent of this bolt-free
route completed the line in a fast time, back roping for only three pitches.
He rated the difficulties 6b+ and finished up the last section of Via Vera.

On the NW face, left of the smooth pillar known as the Pilastro a Goccia,
Domenico Soldarini, Stefano Pizzagalli and Alberto Sanpietro opened Il
Silencio degli Eroi. This climbs to the top of a subsidiary pillar on the face,
now christened Pilastro Dimenticato, in nine sustained pitches (6c+, 6c
obl) of classic compact slab climbing. From the top of the pillar a pitch of 5
leads to the crest of the N ridge.

In late August Andrea Barbieri, Marco Farina, Maspes and Mario Scarpa
added another route to the SSE face of the Punta Medaccio (2350m). Il
Triangolo d'Oro lies on the lower left section of the face between the four
pitch Ignota (6a) and Aguas y Placas (6b obl), both bolt-protected slabs. The
new route has five sustained pitches of 6a+ to 6b with three points of aid
on the fourth pitch.

On one of the smaller buttresses forming the lower part of the huge west
pillar of Piz Balzet (2869m), the well-known Munich aid climbing team of
Gabor Berecz and Thomas Tivadar put up the five-pitch Joyride. Four days
were spent on overhanging granite and the route rated V 5+ A4. The fourth
pitch took Berecz a whole day.

Matteo Foglino and Maspes made the first free ascent of the eight-pitch
Obelix on the SE face of Punta Paganini (2790m) above the Ferro Valley.
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Though this route is always attributed to Sonja Brambati and Paolo Vitali,
who certainly climbed and equipped it in August 1990 at 6a and A I, it
appears it may have been climbed, or partially climbed, a month earlier by
Anghileri and friends. Foglino and Maspes climbed the two short aid
sections free, with the crux, an excellent corner, going at 6c on natural
gear. At the head of the valley, Anna Ceruti, Maspes and Giovanna Novella
made the first ascent of the E face of unnamed Pta 3007m, a subsidiary top
on the long SSW ridge of Pizzo del Ferro Occidentale (3267m). Using
natural gear only, the three climbed a succession of cracks and slabs to
produce Ferro e Sungia (350m, 6a).

On the west pillar of Pta 2493m, which lies towards the end of the long
ridge running south from the Passo di Val Torrone (25l8m) in the Zocca
valley, Giuliano Bordoni, Ceruti, Maspes and Giovanni Ongaro created
Tuono (300m, 6b+/6c) using a mixture of natural and drilled protection.
Maspes had got halfway up this route as long ago as 1990 but it took 16
years to finish the job.

Also in the Zocca valley are the steep slabs of Pta 2987m on the west side
of Piz Torrone Occidentale, home to classics such as the South Pillar
(Merizzi-Miotti, 1975, 320m, 5-), the most-climbed route in the entire Zocca
basin, and the accessible Melonimaspes Crack (Maspes/Meloni, 1990, 280m,
5+). During three days in August, Barbieri, Maspes and Fabio Salini opened
Kriminal (c300m, 6b obl and sustained), which features run-out climbing
with no more than three bolts placed per pitch. The route starts to the right
of El Diablo and crosses it at the end of the second pitch. At the end of the
summer Maspes and Salini added Zakimort to the foresummit of Punta
Vittoria (30l2m), a small peak on the frontier ridge between the Punta
Allievi and the Zocca Pass. The five-pitch route is well bolted and has
difficulties of 6a+/6b, though a variation first pitch, added later, is 6c.

On Picco Luigi Amedeo (2800m: sometimes referred to as the Grand
Capucin of the Bregaglia-Masino) Ceruti, Maspes and the very strong
Rossano Libera, spent two days creating Tutto Vero (400m, 6b+ and AI) up
the right side of the SE face. Apart from two bolts placed for belays at the
top of pitches one and three, this route was climbed on natural gear. One
week later Libera made a completely free ascent at 6c.

Bernina
On the E face of Sasso Nero (292lm) overlooking the Scerscen Valley,
Maspes soloed Malenconia (500m, 6b). The route breaches what was deemed
to be the last unclimbed pillar on the face and had already seen off Maspes
in 2003. This time he had little difficulty completing the wall in just three
hours, only using a backrope on pitch three.

Retiche
East of the Bernina, the Grosina valley holds the S face of the Cima Viola
(3374m), one of the biggest rock walls in the Central Alps. Reaching the
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face involves a three-hour approach from the road up the Grosina Valley
and prior to 2006 there were only three routes, the original put up in 1977
by Cometti, Miotti and Mitta. It has 24 pitches up to 5 and A2. In July,
Bordoni, Libera and Maspes added a direct route up the centre of the face.
Voila Bacia Tutti has 17 pitches, 800m of climbing and difficulties up to
6b+. One bivouac was made and traditional protection used throughout.

A month previously Bordoni and Maspes had made the first ascent of
the S face of Sasso Maurigno (3062m) above the northern head of the
Grosina Valley, and just south of the highest and best-known mountain of
this range, Cima di Piazzi (3489m). The pair belayed the first 250m up a
vertical pillar (6a) and then continued unroped for a further 300m of easier
ground to the crest of the SE ridge, up which they scrambled to the summit.
I Fiori di Giada was climbed on natural gear.

Dolomites
Mama 'Bubu' Bole, partnered by one of Italy's premier female sport
climbers, Jenny Lavarda, made the third free ascent of the Larcher- Vigiani
Route (13 pitches, 8a, 7b obl), probably the first true 8a on the S face of the
Marmolada. The Larcher- Vigiani, a sportingly-bolted route that lies left of
the classic Solda Route on the Marmolada di Penia (3343m), was put up in
2000 by Rolando Larcher and Roberto Vigiani. It takes a characteristically
bold line up the Cristina Pillar and the smooth, bulging Lindo Pillar above.
Bole made a I3-hour ascent in September, with no falls and leading every
pitch. The crux is at an altitude of over 3000m.

Three months earlier the 22-year old Austrian Hansjorg Auer made a
rare and very rapid free solo ascent of the classic Moderne Zeiten (Modern
Times: Mariacher/lovane, 1982, 800m, 27 pitches, VII+) on the S face of
Marmolada di Rocca (3309m). Wearing just a helmet and chalk bag, Auer
climbed the route in an impressive 2h 40mins. Modern Times is one of the
finest routes on the Marmolada and the first ascent, using only pegs and
nuts, redpointing the crux pitch but on-sighting all the others, was an historic
milestone in the evolution of free-climbing big walls in the Dolomites.

In August, guidebook author and established guru of the Marmolada,
Maurizio Giordani, added another major new route to the S face of the
Marmolada d'Ombretta (3230m). Climbed with Massimo Faletti, the
c900m Co/po di Coda is an almost free, 28-pitch route at 6c+ with just two
short sections of A2. It follows a line just left of the serious and very much
ahead-of-its-time Via dell Idea/e. This part of the face often takes drainage
from the summit chimneys and there were two wet sections high on the
overhanging part of the route, where Giordani and FaIetti had to resort to aid.

In 2005 Dusan Janak, Pavel Janak and Vasek Satava finished an historic
project when they completed an independent finish to Fram on the S face
of the Ombretta. The resulting five pitches were on fantastic Buoux-like
roc.k but only three were climbed completely free; the remaining two,
estimated to be around 8a and 8a+, used rest points. In September 2006
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Janak and Satava went back, used Italia to reach the Fish cave and then
spent two nights there while they completed the route above completely
free at 7b, 8a+, 7c+, 8a and 4/5-. Despite fIxed gear, the climbing is still
quite bold in places.

Mario Prinoth and Bruno Pederiva made an on-sight repeat (redpoint
for Pederiva) of Giallo Dream on the W face of Torre Centrale Mezzaluna
in the Val di Fassa, Vallaccia. This 240m, nine-pitch route has a crux of 8a
and was fIrst climbed by Rolando Larcher in 1996.

On the Piz Ciavazes in the Sella region, Lukasz Muller and Rafat Porebski
from Poland repeated Italia '61 in its new free form. The old mixed free and
aid route, climbed free in 2004 by 'Bubu' Bole at 8a and since repeated a
couple of times in this fashion, lies towards the left side of the popular S
face. The Polish pair recommend some changes: they split the long 7c+
pitch because it involves huge rope drag, and set up a belay directly below
the 8a roof, which they say is in a much safer position. Apart from a cleaned
strip where the route goes, the roof is very loose and any rockfall would
have hit the second at the former, lo~er, stance.

Just east of the Ciavazes, Roberto Parolari and Nicola Tondini completed
a three-year project on the c750m W face of Sass Pordoi (2952m). Il Canto
del Magnificat has 15 pitches to the huge scree terrace (from where it is
possible to walk off right from any route on this wall) and then seven
relatively sustained pitches up the steep headwall above, where the 7b crux
is situated. The route was climbed entirely on natural gear.

On the N face of a subsidiary summit of the Croda Rossa (3174m) in the
Dolomiti di Bries subgroup close to Cortina d'Ampezzo, Martin Moser
and Arnold Senfter put up the jokingly named Clean e Morto at VII and A3.
The signifIcance of this six-pitch route, completed over fIve days during the
2006 winter, is that it was climbed totally on nuts and Friends: no bolts or
pegs were used and every piece of gear, including belays, was removed
from the route. The two Italians hope more Dolomite activists will follow
their example of 'clean climbing', a likely scenario given a recent, more
widespread interest for adventure climbing in the Dolomites.

On the Cima Grande de Lavaredo (2999m), lnes Papert made probably
the fourth free ascent of the Camillotto Pellisier Route on the N face. This old
aid route was free climbed by 'Bubu' Bole in 2003 at 8b, though subsequent
Slovenian ascents put the crux at 8a or 8a+. The young German lady spent
10 days on the route before making a redpoint ascent, falling only once
when a foothold broke. Papert also felt pitch three, the original 8b crux,
was more like 8a+ but found pitch six to be 8a+ /8b. Whatever the eventual
consensus, it seems Bubu's original ascent really inspired some of Europe's
top rock climbers.

Luca Matteraglia and Alessio Roverato made the third ascent of the South
West Face Direct on Monte Pelmo (3168m), a legendary route put up by
Riccardo Bee, Franco Miotto and Giovanni Groaz in 1977 (the second
ascent of the 16-pitch route was made from the 15th-17th January 1986 by
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an Italian-Slovenian team). The two young climbers were most impressed
by the efforts of the first ascensionists on this daring line up an imposing
6S0m wall of friable yellow limestone. They confirmed the grade as VI+
and A3.

In 2005 Maurizio 'Manolo' Zanolla put up Bisogna Essere Ve/oei Per
Descrivere le Nuvole (8a) on the S face of an unnamed 2000m summit in the
little-frequented Feltrine (aka Feltre). The following year he was back to
tackle the steep wall to the right. Solo per Vecchi Guerreri (For Old Warriors
Only) is bolt protected, with a crux that Manolo likened to Bain De Sang (a
9a sport route), only at 2000m with 300m of air beneath the moves.
Although completed in June, Manolo was not able to make the one-day,
all-free ascent until August, rating the crux somewhere between 8c and 9a.
It didn't wait long for a repeat. The very much in form Mario Prinoth
managed a redpoint in September and more importantly confirmed both
Manolo's grade assessment and the very high quality climbing.

In the Alpago-Cavallo region east of Belluno, Alessandro Bau and Alessio
Roverato made the long-awaited second ascent of Diretta del Gran Diedro on
the N face of Col Nudo (247Im: this is actually a summit rather than a
col). Put up in 1981 by Miotto and Saviane at VII- and A2, this 700m
route has become a mythical line in Dolomite circles and features highly
dangerous and badly protected stratified limestone known as 'tegole' (tiles).
This repeat is significant for many reasons, not least because Bau and
Roverato decided to use newly-built but very old-fashioned equipment,
including wooden wedges and lScm brass chocks for the aid sections.
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